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!' 	by Peter Huntoon

Two Circulated Errors from
the Same Sheet -

the Improbability of It All!

TAM ONE WHO MARVELS WHEN LONG ODDS
against an occurrence are overcome. The pair of errors

shown here, each with a first generation offset impression of
the black overprint on the back, are a case at point. Notice
that both of these $5 Series of 1981 Federal Reserve Notes are
circulated.

Here are their particulars:
• J64218999A face plate 322, back plate 179, position Fl;
• J64378999A face plate 322, back plate 179, position B2.
They are from the same sheet. The difference in the ser-

ial numbers is exactly 160,000. The Fl and B2 positions are
four positions apart on the sheet and the press run was 40,000
sheets yielding a ser-
ial number differ-
ence of four times
40,000.

The remarkable
thing here is that the
notes were issued
separately, undoubt-
edly from different
banks. Each was dis-
covered in circula-
tion, and ultimately
each was delivered
up to the same col-
lector. The probability of
pulling this off is astronomi-
cal.

Here is how I stumbled
upon these notes. The Las
Vegas Numismatic Society
sponsored a show at the Plaza
Casino March 3-5, 2000. It
was a modest event with
dealers mostly from the west.
One coin dealer from
Oklahoma City was present with what can only be called a siz-
able hoard of late issue small notes — mostly consisting of hun-
dreds of $1 Silver Certificates and similar later series small
size type notes, plus the residuals from a collection of small
size errors notes that he said he had purchased from the estate
of an Oklahoma collector.

He advised that most of the error collection already had
been sold. All but a couple of the remaining errors on display
were unremarkable, but they offered contrast and relief from
the other material, and were highlighted near the center of

the display case. I noticed a first generation offset of the black
overprint on the back of a $5 as I was rather absently looking
over the display.

Although I thoroughly enjoy seeing them, I no longer
collect misprints. However, because the offset on this one was
so vivid, I went to the bother to ask to see it. Directly under it
was a second similar offset which through serendipity had not
been scattered elsewhere in the case or been sold previously. I
was astonished to see that they were from the same sheet.

I am certain that the collector who assembled the pair
knew what he had when he bought the second note. He went
to the bother to put a scrap of paper in one of the holders
reading "13 Nov 83 - Brannons - CADX." I suppose the date
was his date of purchase; Brannon was the seller; and, CADX
was his cost code.

Here is how this pair was made:
Press runs at the time were 40,000 sheets, and because

the sheets contain 32 subjects, 1,280,000 notes were produced
each press run. The 51st press run in block JA contained seri-
als J64000001A through J65280000A. After the backs and
fronts of the sheets were printed, they were cut down the mid-
dle so the number 1 and 2 quadrants were left connected, as
were the 3 and 4 quadrants. The half sheets were fed into the
COPE presses where they received the district overprints and
serial numbers, and were cut apart. Those presses number
backward from the largest to smallest serial number. This

allows the lowest serials to end up on top
of the stacks.

Serial numbering started at 64240000
and ended with 64200001 in the Fl posi-
tion, and at 64400000 and 64360001 in the
B2 position. The 21,000th half sheet of 16
notes did not feed correctly and missed the
black overprinting. The ink intended for
it was transferred to a pressure roller, and
offset onto the backs of the 21,001st and a

couple subsequent sheets.
The entire half sheet
containing these two
notes carried unusually
crisp, dark offsets.

The errors in at least
the Fl and B2 positions
were not spotted — proba-
bly the others weren't
either — and the stacks of
cut notes progressed on
their separate paths
through the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing
final inspection and pack-

aging process, then through the Federal Reserve distribution
system, and on through commercial banks to circulation.

They were independently spotted after entering circula-
tion, and somehow converged on the same collector. Think
of the odds of that collector finding two circulated notes from
that same half sheet! A second great obstacle had to be over-
come allowing the two notes to stay together once the fellow's
collection began to be disbursed! They were not sold to me as
a pair, rather each was priced separately and housed indiffer-
ently in separate holders by the dealer.
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